
Changes in 2019 
2019 KIDS DEMO DERBY 

Sat. August 31, 2019             Registration 5:30 pm    
Track Large Arena     Derby          6:00 pm 
 
Balloons will be attached to front and back of power wheels and the object is to pop the other 
contestant’s balloons.  The last one with a balloon will be the winner.  There will be a time limit for each 
heat and at the end of time,  if there is more than one contestant with un-popped balloons the heat will 
be declared a tie. 
 
Rules: 
1.   Kids 3-10 years of age may participate.  Two age groups: 3-5 and 6-10. 
2.   Helmets must be worn. Bicycle or baseball are permitted. 
3.   All participants must wear a seatbelt.  If the power wheels does not have a seatbelt, then modify it 
so it does. 
4.   Driver only no passengers. 
5.   Only one parent will be allowed to accompany the child on the track and must sign a consent form 
for the child to participate. 
6.   Any regular electric power wheel is allowed. Motorcycles and big side-by-sides will not be allowed. 
The child’s legs must be in a compartment or protected by a barrier on the outside.  
7.   Motor must remain stock.  The only modification can be up to a 12 volt lawn mower battery which 
cannot be mounted in the passenger seat and must be secured and away from the child. 
8.   Stock tires may be wrapped with duct tape to protect from breaking. 
9.   No added reinforcements for strength. 
10.  All doors and tailgates must be strapped shut using zip ties or duct tape to make sure they stay shut. 
11.  If vehicle has more than 1 speed, low speed must be used. 
12.  If the child gets out of the power wheel during the event, that child is out of the event. 
13.  Shoes or sneakers are required.  No sandals or flip flops. 
14.  Decorative changes can be made to make the power wheel look like a derby car. Changes can only 
be decorative  
 

At all times remember this is to be a fun event for the kids. 
Parents PLEASE don’t ruin it for them and get them disqualified. 
 
  
 


